
Is your blog building your 
business? 
If not, here's how to fix it fast.



Blogging (or vlogging or podcasting) for 
your business needs to build your business. 



Your blog is the foundation for your content 
marketing, so it should be marketing you 
and your expertise 24/7.



You may be here because

● You have a blog, know you should blog, or want to blog.
● You would like your blog to have more views, clicks, 

subscribers, and clients.
● You want to maximize your blogging efforts.



I want to help you

● Answer the question: Is your blog building your 
business?

● Give you six pro strategies to turn your blog into a 
content marketing machine that markets you and your 
expertise 24/7.



Hi, I’m Leesa Klich

● Health writer - Blogging expert - Research 
Nerd

● Mom to 2 awesome girls.
● I love “set it and forget it” cooking.
● Knitter & hat designer.
● Master of Science in Biomedical Toxicology 

and Nutritional Science (University of Guelph)
● Registered Holistic Nutritionist (CSNN)



Your blog should:

● Market you and your expertise 24/7.
● How?



Your blog should:

● Build your “know, like, & trust” factor
○ Your blog should grow your audience by getting 

more people to know you.
○ Your blog should get your audience to like you 

enough to give you their email address.
○ Your blog should build trust so ideal clients 

purchase your products and services.



Your blog is the foundation of your content 
marketing strategy:

● From a strategically planned and executed blog every 
published blog post gets you:
○ Regular newsletter content;
○ Dozens of social media posts.



“Small businesses with blogs get 126% 
more lead growth than small businesses 

without”

- Carolyn Edgecomb, IMPACT



I always recommend housing your main 
intellectual property on your website:

● Your website is your home on the internet.
● Own your domain, webhosting, and email list.
● You never know when an algorithm is going to plummet 

your social media reach or search engine ranking.
● “Ad blockers” are getting more and more popular.



“Social media is incredibly overrated. Use 
your email to build a sense of community. 

Don’t let a $100 billion company get 
between you and your customers.”

- Sol Orwell, founder of Examine.com



QUESTION: Is your blog building your business?

● Your blog is building your business if it gets:
○ Views & clicks show attraction & engagement.
○ What you really want is action:

■ Subscribers, and 
■ Ideal clients.



If you’re publishing posts and they’re not 
getting the views, clicks, subscribers, and 
clients you’d like, there are a few common 
things you can do to fix it fast.



Six fast fixes so your blog builds 
your business



1. Make your headlines and images more 
clickable.



Headlines & images
Make your blog posts “clickable”



Make your headlines & images more clickable

● Objective:
○ Grab attention without being “clickbaity.”

● How?
○ Bring a result - solve a problem or teach a skill.
○ Be interactive - ask a question or have a quiz.
○ Be eye-catching.



IDEAS: Sample headline formulas

● The # BEST/WORST [things] to [outcome]
● Is [this thing] actually good for you?
● # surprising reasons why I LOVE/RECOMMEND/HATE [this thing]
● # steps to [desired outcome]
● The ultimate guide to [desired outcome]
● What are [things] and why should you care?
● The pros and cons of [thing]
● Find out how [someone] [got this desired outcome]
● My favourite [thing] tips of all time



IDEAS: For compelling images

● Use great photos - you can take them yourself, or buy 
stock images.
○ There are some free image sites you can use for 

commercial purposes.
● Add your logo or brand colours.
● Use big bold letters (e.g. the name of your blog post, or 

the question it answers).



EXAMPLE: Blog post image 

EXAMPLE: Eye-catching images, branded with blog post headline.



1. Clickable - Make your headlines and images 
more compelling.

2. Interesting - Make your introduction 
stronger.



Blog introduction
Make your blog posts interesting 



How to make 
your 
introduction 
more 
interesting

● You want to “hook” your readers.
● Keep their attention.
● For blog posts:

○ Short words.
○ Short sentences.
○ Short paragraphs.



IDEAS:
How to make 
your 
introduction 
more 
interesting

● Open with a story or question.
● Empathize with their pain, 

frustration, or fear.
● Appeal to their position.
● Be surprising and include a 

“cliffhanger” to make them want 
to read on.

● Promise a benefit from the time 
they spend on your blog post 
(and make sure you deliver).



1. Clickable - Make your headlines and images 
more compelling.

2. Interesting - Make your introduction 
stronger.

3. Visible - Share and promote each blog post 
more.



Sharing & Promoting
Make your blog posts visible



“What you do after you create your content 
is what truly counts.”

- Gary Vaynerchuk



“You need to spend much more time in 
promoting your work than on creating it.”

- Content Marketing Institute



How to make your blog posts more visible

● Use your blog as the foundation for your content 
marketing strategy.

● Share them with your email subscribers.
● Share on social media.
● Connect with influencers.



IDEAS: Make your blog posts more visible

● Newsletter: Add a personal intro and link in your newsletter.
● Schedule shares on social media - a lot.

○ PRO TIP: Each of my blog posts is shared on FB & Tw 
three times in the first week, another two times that 
month, then every month or two afterwards.

● Other social media channels.
○ FB group “promo” days, LinkedIn groups, etc.

● Influencers: Contact or tag key influencers.



1. Clickable - Make your headlines and images 
more compelling.

2. Interesting - Make your introduction 
stronger.

3. Visible - Share and promote each blog post 
more.

4. Shareable - Encourage your readers to share 
your posts.



Encourage your readers to 
share
Make your blog posts shareable



How to make 
your blog posts 
more shareable

● Make it very simple and obvious 
how your readers can share your 
blog post.



IDEAS: 
How to make 
your blog posts 
more shareable

● Have a social sharing plugin so 
your post can be shared in 1 
click.

● Pre-define what the social 
shares will look like.
○ PRO TIP: Make sure to have 

good descriptor and that your 
image shows up, and that the 
shares tag you.

● Ask your readers to share!
● Personally thank everyone who 

shares (because you’re tagged 
when they do).



EXAMPLES: Sharing plugins allow one-click sharing



1. Clickable - Make your headlines and images 
more compelling.

2. Interesting - Make your introduction 
stronger.

3. Visible - Share and promote each blog post 
more.

4. Shareable - Encourage your readers to share 
your posts.

5. Subscribable - Have strong “calls to action” 
for readers to become subscribers.



Strong “calls to action” 
(CTAs)
Make your blog posts subscribable



How to make your blog posts subscribable:

● To incentivize your readers to subscribe, you need to 
make it:
○ Obvious.
○ Easy to do.
○ Worthwhile for them to give you their email address.



EXAMPLES: Make your blog posts subscribable:

● Have an email opt-in box on the sidebar, at the bottom, and 
possibly in the middle of your posts.

● Have email opt-in boxes as “popups.”
● Offer a valuable incentive to join your email list.
● Nice image so they can visualize the item or result.
● Have a great title - probably one that describes the benefits 

they’ll get if they follow what’s in the freebie.
● Ask people to subscribe!



EXAMPLES: Make your blog posts subscribable:

EXAMPLE: Popups with an image, benefit, and simple form 



1. Clickable - Make your headlines and images 
more compelling.

2. Interesting - Make your introduction stronger.
3. Visible - Share and promote each blog post 

more.
4. Shareable - Encourage your readers to share 

your posts.
5. Subscribable - Have strong “calls to action” for 

readers to become subscribers.
6. Sellable - Make sure your free offers align with 

and promote your paid offers.



Strategic free offers
Make your blog posts sellable



“The currency of blogging is authenticity 
and trust.”

- Jason Calacanis



How to make 
your blog posts 
more sellable

● Make your blog posts and free 
offers market your products and 
services, without directly selling 
something in every single one.

● Make sure your opt-in freebie 
aligns with your paid offer.



EXAMPLES:
How to make 
your blog posts 
more sellable

● Make sure your “freebie” is a 
logical first step to working with 
you.
○ Position it as something that 

is valuable for your ideal 
clients.

○ No random “5 recipes.”
● PRO TIP: At the end of your 

freebie (i.e. pdf, video, audio) 
make sure to add a bit about you 
and who you help, promote a 
discovery call, consultation, or 
even your paid offer.



“Successful blogging is not about one time 
hits. It’s about building a loyal following 

over time.”

- David Aston



We covered:
Six fast fixes so your blog builds 
your business
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subscribers.
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paid offers.
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Your blog absolutely 
can be your greatest 
marketing tool to grow 
your business!



Thanks!

Leesa Klich, MSc, R.H.N.

Health Writer - Blogging 
Expert - Research Nerd

Leesaklich.com

Twitter: @leesaklich

 


